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the clash of pop and hip-hop that had been going on for the last couple of years
exploded into full on production in 2015, when 'mi gente' and 'disco tits' gave the

internet a taste of what was to come from future and drake. both songs earned the
respective rappers top five spots on the billboard hot 100, and drake's 'god's plan' was

the second of three songs from that same album to reach no. 1. drake's album view also
took home album of the year. future's ds2 had a less successful release, but future

himself is enjoying another surge in popularity as he cracks his way into the top 50 of
this list. having been in the music business for nearly 30 years, no one can deny the
massive influence the likes of michael jackson, madonna, janet jackson, madonna,

prince, stevie wonder, katy perry, mariah carey, destiny's child, the backstreet boys,
jennifer lopez, and usher have had on the music industry. all of these influential artists
have their very own fan clubs and continue to influence the music industry today. on

saturday, september 13, fans will be able to see who were the top musicians of the past
three decades. in this rtl ultimate chart show, we talk to representatives from the

biggest fan clubs and get an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at how and why their
chosen artists were chosen for the top chart. heavy metal musicians are usually limited
to one or two guitars and a drum kit, but modern heavy metal combines these elements

with a base of digital keyboard, a variety of guitar amps and other electronic effects,
complex digital sampling, and creative songwriting. while the term "heavy metal" may
seem like an oxymoron, a number of important heavy metal bands have emerged over

the last few years, including the swedish band meshuggah, from which the song is
taken. although the song is sometimes played as a metal anthem, it has been placed on

the soundtrack for the action movie universal soldier: regeneration, and it has also
appeared in the video game gran turismo 4.
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